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Abstract

While a vast number of studies have compared feedback from different

sources, few studies if any have compared feedback on lexis from different

sources. It is therefore unclear whether the amount or type of feedback

given by peers is comparable to that given by a teacher. This study

considers feedback on lexical errors in writing as a method of incidental

vocabulary instruction and compares lexical feedback given by peers and

a teacher over a period of one academic year. While it was found that the

teacher gave significantly more feedback on word choice than the peers

did, there was no significant difference between the amount of feedback

on word use, or the total amount of lexical feedback given by peers and

the teacher. It was also found that both peers and the teacher gave a

considerable amount of feedback on word use and much less on word

choice. If written feedback on writing is to be effective as a form of

incidental vocabulary instruction, it is suggested that both teachers and

peers should focus more on word choice when giving feedback on writing.

1 Introduction

The current study compares lexical feedback on writing received from peers

and a teacher over a period of one academic year. While a vast number of studies

have compared feedback from different sources, few studies if any have compared
feedback on lexis from different sources. It is therefore unclear whether the amount

or type of feedback given by peers is comparable to that given by a teacher. The

following research question will be addressed: How does the quantity of lexical

feedback received from peers and from the teacher differ?

2 Background

In many curricula, vocabulary learning is considered to be the mandate of

reading courses (e.g. Collins, 2001; Kirkgoz, 2006; Kirschner & Wexler, 2002), while

the improvement of grammatical ability is associated with writing courses (e.g.
Beckett, Gonzalez, & Schwartz, 2004; Chimbganda, 2000; Ferris & Hedgcock,

2004). However, it has been found that reading can be facilitative of grammar

knowledge (Krashen, 1982; Trahey & White, 1993). Likewise, it has also been found

that learners are able to improve their lexical performance through practices

employed during writing instruction (Ferris, 2003; Ferris & Roberts, 2001). Indeed,

Swain (1995) argues that pushed output is required for acquisition because when

learners produce output they need to pay attention to language, whereas when they
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process input attention only needs to be paid to the meaning. Moreover, Ellis and
He (1999) found that modified output was more effective than modified input for

incidental vocabulary learning and concluded that ‘‘Producing new words helps

learners process them more deeply, whether for comprehension or for acquisition,

than simply hearing (or reading) them’’. (p. 297). As this paper will do, both

Raimes (1985) and Santos (1988) have also appealed for more focus on vocabulary

in writing courses.

Nation (2001) states that ‘‘Teachers can have a direct influence on noticing in

speaking and writing tasks by giving thought to . . . the written input . . .’’ (p. 66).

However, in order to maximise learner motivation it is often suggested that learners

be given freedom to choose their own topics (Benson, 2001; Freeman & Freeman,
1989; Hudelson, 1989; Johnson, 1989; Little, 1991; Sayers, 1989; Walker, 2003).

This is especially the case at the university level where learners may be learning to

write in order to prepare for a future course of study in their chosen field. Indeed,

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) found that in these conditions need was high, search

was moderate and evaluation was high. Of all the language-learning activities

compared in their paper, writing about a self-selected topic resulted in the most

favourable conditions for vocabulary retention.

If teachers are unable to control the input encountered by students, then

providing feedback on output could be the most effective means of facilitating

vocabulary learning. In reviewing the literature on error correction, Truscott (2007)
found that studies that included correction of all error types tended to result in

significant effects, whereas studies that focused specifically on grammatical errors,

tended to result in insignificant effects. Specifically, studies that included spelling

errors appear to have found positive effects for error correction. This offers promise

for feedback on vocabulary as a method of facilitating vocabulary instruction.

Many studies have compared feedback from peers with that from teachers.

Most of that research seems to have found that peer feedback is comparable to

teacher feedback in terms of its effect on writing (Caulk, 1994; Donato, 1994),

while Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1992) and Paulus (1999) found that the final drafts

of essays which had been subject to peer feedback received higher scores than those
which had been subject to teacher feedback. Peer feedback has also been found to

have a positive effect on learners’ confidence (Gungle & Taylor, 1989; Mittan, 1989;

Tsui & Ng, 2000; Zhang, 1995). However, it has been stated that peers focus on

different aspects of writing than teachers do (Connor & Asenavage, 1994;

Hedgcock & Lefkowitz, 1992; Yang, Badger & Yu, 2006). Very little research has

been conducted into lexical feedback on writing and it is unclear to what extent

peers and teachers focus on lexical issues when providing feedback on writing.

This study considers feedback on lexical errors in writing as a method of

incidental vocabulary instruction. It compares lexical feedback given by peers and

by a teacher over a period of one academic year.

3 Method and results

The participants in the current study were 51 second-year students in the
department of English at a private foreign language university in central Japan. The
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students were in four intact classes, all of which were in the bottom ability stream at

the university. Students were assigned to ability streams on the basis of scores from

the reading and listening sections of TOEFL Institutional Testing Program (ITP)

as well as in-house speaking and writing tests. Within the bottom ability stream,

students had been randomly placed into one of five classes. Therefore, the overall

ability level of each of the four intact classes can be considered to be equal. Two of

the classes constituted the peer feedback group, while the other two constituted the

teacher feedback group.

Over the course of the academic year the students wrote eight essays, for each

of which they were asked to write and submit three drafts; two preliminary drafts

and a final draft, totaling 16 preliminary drafts per student over the one-year

period. Students in the peer feedback group gave and received peer feedback alone

on all preliminary drafts over the academic year, while those in the teacher

feedback group received teacher feedback exclusively on all preliminary drafts for

the same period. All final drafts were read and graded by the teacher, but no

feedback was provided on the final drafts apart from the grades. All the preliminary

drafts written by these students over the period of one academic year were analysed

in terms of the types and amount of lexical feedback they received.

For the purpose of this study, lexical feedback was defined in the same way as

Ferris (2003) defined ‘‘Word choice errors’’. These included word choice and word

use. The lexical feedback was divided into two aspects (word choice and word use)

of lexical knowledge in order to ascertain whether there was a significant difference

in the quantity of feedback of these different types. A checklist was used by both the

peers and the teacher when they provided feedback. The questions on the checklist

that were determined to constitute lexical feedback and the aspect of lexis they were

determined to relate to can be seen in Figure 1.

The descriptive statistics for the number of instances of feedback each learner

in the peer feedback group received over the one-year period can be seen in Table 1.

The descriptive statistics for the number of instances of feedback each learner

in the teacher feedback group received over the one-year period can be seen in

Table 2.

QuestionQuestion AspectAspect

Please suggest more sophisticated vocabulary.
Is each word used in the correct context?

Word choice

Is each word used correctly?
Is the correct form of each word used?
Is each word spelt correctly?

Word use

Figure 1. Questions related to lexis on the feedback checklists.
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One-way ANOVA (2-tailed) was used to measure difference between the

amount of feedback on word choice, word use and the total amount of lexical

feedback given by peers and by the teacher.

The results of the one-way ANOVA showed that there was no significant

difference in terms of the amount of feedback on word use (p�0.815) or total

feedback (p�0.584). On the other hand, the difference between the amount of

feedback on word choice in the two groups [F (1,61) �6.542, p�0.013] was found

to be significant at the 0.05 level.

4 Discussion and conclusions

It can be seen that both peers and the teacher gave a considerable amount of

feedback on word use and much less on word choice. In fact, the maximum number

of comments any student received related to word choice over the entire academic

year was only 16 which is equivalent to one comment on each preliminary draft.

While there was no difference between the amount of feedback given on word use

or total feedback given, the teacher gave significantly more feedback on word

choice than the peer reviewers did.

Although the teacher gave significantly more feedback on word choice than

the peers did, even the amount given by the teacher (which amounted to a

maximum of 16 feedback points over the semester) would appear to be insufficient.

If written feedback on writing is to be effective as a form of incidental vocabulary

instruction, it is suggested that teachers should focus more on word choice when

giving feedback on writing.

Hyland (2003) states that while teacher feedback can only be seen to improve

writing skills, peer feedback can improve learners’ skills doubly: Firstly in the

process of critiquing a peer’s writing and secondly in the process of receiving

feedback from the peer. Training students to focus on word choice to a greater

extent when they take part in peer review may therefore have two possible benefits:

it may increase their attention to word choice in their own writing and also during

the peer review process itself students are likely to search (in their dictionary for

Table 1. Instances of Peer Feedback (n �23)

Feedback Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Word choice 0 7 1.19 2.131

Word use 0 139 18.67 34.735

Total 0 139 19.85 35.003

Table 2. Instances of Teacher Feedback (n �28)

Feedback Minimum Maximum Mean SD

Word choice 0 16 3.61 4.562

Word use 0 88 20.42 24.510

Total 0 89 24.03 25.313
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unknown words) and evaluate (possible alternative words to suggest to their peer).
According to Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) such activities are likely to result in

vocabulary retention.

It appears that peer reviewers are able to give as much feedback on word use

as teachers. In future research, it would be worthwhile to evaluate the accuracy of

such feedback given by peers and by the teacher.

This study only investigated the feedback given by one teacher. Therefore, if

this study was reproduced different results may be found. In future research it

would be useful to analyse feedback from a number of different teachers who use

the same feedback checklist to find out how much teachers vary in the amount of

lexical feedback they give their students.
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